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With its tropical beauty, rich  spirituality, 
and traditional arts, the island of bali has drawn 
to its shores an international tribe of artists, de
signers, and creative entrepreneurs. now, as 
bali faces the ecological challenges arising from 
mass tourism and rapid economic development, 
this visionary tribe has led the way in creating 
a new kind of environmentally sustainable trop
ical style, based in natural materials—bamboo, 
thatch, wood, stone, even mud—and inspired by 
vernacular forms.

even as the members of this creative elite have 
harmonized their visions with nature, they have 
maintained the highest degree of elegance, lux
ury, and individuality, as we see in isabella Ginan
neschi’s photographs. Her gorgeous, lightfilled 
images take us inside more than two dozen pri
vate homes, resorts, and public spaces, both in 
bali and on other islands of the indonesian ar
chipelago that have begun to attract bali’s de
sign pioneers. Many of the exclusive properties 
featured in this book are newly constructed or 
rarely seen.

Ginanneschi’s photographs of these remark
able spaces are complemented by wide ranging 
interviews with their creators, including linda 
Garland, the legendary interior and landscape 
designer who has spearheaded the revival of 
bamboo as a building material; John Hardy, the 
renowned jewelry designer, entrepreneur, and 
cofounder of the Green school, where children 
from all over the world learn to be stewards of 
the earth; and his daughter elora Hardy, whose 
Green village is pushing bamboo architecture 
to aweinspiring heights. these pioneers of sus
tainable living reveal, in their own words, the 
personal journeys and philosophies that inform 
their design processes.

in photographs and firsthand accounts, Bali: 
Sustainable Visions offers an intimate portrait of 
the style generated by a new way of thinking. it 
is an essential sourcebook for anyone with an in
terest in environmentally conscious design, and 
an inspiration for us all to live more lightly on 
the land.

isabella ginanneschi is a pho
tographer based in new York and 
bali. she began her career as an art 
director in Milan,  collaborating with 
Condé nast italy on  high profile 

fashion campaigns for Vogue and other publica
tions. she then moved to new York, where she 
worked with barneys, Mademoiselle, Big Maga-
zine, and Details. Her collaborations with leading 
fashion photographers inspired her to take up 
the camera herself, and soon she was combin
ing her talents in powerful visual campaigns for 
John Hardy, Cole Haan, Hunter, and other in
ternational brands. editorial assignments from 
Travel + Leisure, House Beautiful, Architectural Di-
gest, the New York Times Magazine, Elle Decoration, 
the Robb Report, and numerous other publica
tions have cemented her reputation as a pho
tographer. Ginan neschi’s fineart photography 
is represented by the staleyWise Gallery in new 
York and is held in important private collections. 
Her other books include At Home in Bali (abbe
ville) and the forthcoming In the Spirit of Bali.

duncan murray kirk was edu
cated in england and worked in the 
music and technology industries 
there and in australia. Kirk first vis
ited bali in 1980, and the island be

came a catalyst for his creative endeavors. He has 
since produced ecofriendly accessories for fash
ion labels such as Monsoon,  Jigsaw, Portmans, 
and esprit, and has developed a new type of 
stainedglass decor that employs the dexterous 
hands of many balinese artisans along with his 
original design software. His work is informed 
by an abiding concern for ecology and sustain
ability, as is his writing, which also includes the 
forthcoming In the Spirit of Bali.
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3938 mud

an exposed mud wall is visible to the left, at the rear of the 
open bathroom of this gladak (knockdown wood house) at 

hartland estate, kedewatan, ubud, designed by 
Maximilian Jencquel.



Several types of knockdown wood house from Java have been adopted 
in bali. the smallest is called a gladak, and two larger varieties are the joglo and 
the limasan. Most are made from teak, and the roofing is usually either terra-
cotta tiles or ironwood shingles (sirap). the trademark of the joglo is a tall 
central roof supported by four large central columns. neither the limasan nor 
the gladak has central columns, so nearly all the interior space is usable. all 
these buildings are designed to be moved easily and have coded joins so that 
they can be erected quickly, with a minimum of mistakes. some of the timbers 
are richly carved, particularly above the uprights of a joglo, but most are made 
from simple hewn timber.

the foundations are minimal, and as “traditional” homes they are subject 
to almost no building regulations, unlike concrete slab construction, so they 
have become more prevalent in the current real estate climate.

bud hart has built his home, hartland, on the ridge of sayan terrace, out-
side ubud. the buildings on the estate include a joglo and a modified gladak.

I don’t know the definitions or categories of what is considered 
“sustainable” or “non-sustainable” material. for example,  because 
sumba stone is excavated within the country in order to clear 
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 farmland, does that mean it’s sustainable? even though a fair 
amount of petrol is probably used to transport it to bali? but I 
used every last piece of stone—for the retaining walls, steps, house 
walls, pool, etc. even the broken stones, rubble, I pounded into 
powder and used for pigment in the polished cement walls and 
floors, and in the grouting. the buried teak logs from Java I used 
not only for the buildings, but for making all the furniture on-site, 
as well as shelves, switch plates, you name it.

I used earth from the land for mud walls and terracing for the 
organic vegetable gardens. I grew my own bamboo to be used later 
for fences and natural barriers. there are living fences from other 
plants and trees grown locally. I made tables from discarded tree 
stumps on the building site.

for me, sustainability started unconsciously, as a way of life in 
my cowboy childhood. I grew up in a sheep-trading and cattle-
ranching family in southern colorado in the 1950s—sheep drives 
to the high country, branding calves, round-ups, the whole works. 
we lived in an “off-the-grid” cabin during the long summers (be-
fore there was even a grid to be off of), with a windmill and natural 
springs for water, no electricity, no phone, an outhouse, a true ice-
box, a wood-burning stove, recycled bunk beds (from train cars), 
coleman lanterns, and candles. our playhouse was a sheep camp. 
our furniture was made from wagon wheels, and our decorations 
were found objects.

My dad used government subsidies to help pay for soil conser-
vation and water systems to collect rainwater in ponds for the an-
imals. we used the wool from some of the sheep to make blan-
kets. a steer and a ewe were slaughtered each year and kept in the 
freezer to feed the family. the message was that you use what you 
have and take care of it so it’ll last, whether it’s topsoil or boots.

the message became conscious when I took a couple of ecol-
ogy courses in college. then I spent thirty years living in new york 
city, where there was no eco-anything. but when products came 
to market that were “eco-friendly,” I bought those, and I still loved 
wearing my lizard cowboy boots, repaired with gaffer tape.

I was much more concerned about the sustainability of human 
life during the holocaust of aIds in the 1980s and into the early 
’90s. I was very engaged in that effort. first, take care of your own 
body and mind (psychoanalysis and yoga for me, the within and 
the without), and make your living space pleasant to yourself. sec-
ond, take care of the world you depend on, or there won’t be any 
mind and body to take care of.

we live in an age of insecure and anxious attachment to both 
ourselves and the earth, which is reflecting back to us our own 
negligence as we sink into a quagmire of human suffering because 
of it. As above, so below. As without, so within.

coming to bali brought me full circle with nature again. as far 
as nature goes, it felt quite literally like coming home, albeit to a 
tropical version. bali appealed to my memory of colorado. Mount 
batukaru to the north is like the san Juan Mountains near the 
ranch. the ayung river below hartland is like the saint charles 
river flowing through the canyon on turtle butte ranch in col-

orado. the vistas are similar—serene, gracious, composed, coun-
terpointed with awesome storms that reveal the power of nature.

In my house, there isn’t much that isn’t wood and stone, not 
even much glass. all the water comes from natural springs. I have 
wastewater gardens to filter all gray water, and a composting and 
seedling house. the open floor plan lets wind ventilate the house; 
all standing water has been eliminated for mosquito control; and 
the swimming pool is in an area with no trees, to absorb sunlight 
and warm the water. (I often hear complaints that the pools are 
too cold at this higher altitude.) I explored a ram pump for bring-
ing springwater up the ridge, but it was too steep.

I would advise future architects and designers to learn as much 
as you can about sustainable design in school and in the field, in 
the context of what you want to build and where. learn the lat-
est technological advances, and remember that it’s your job to 
help the client realize his own dream within his budget—not your 
dream. know the difference and respect it.

I draw inspiration from nature and the best influences in my 
own past, from navajo rugs to mountains. cultivating an attitude 
of appreciation and respect toward the environment leads to feel-
ings of enjoyment and an overall sense of health and well-being.

I have sought comfort and contentment in simplicity, purity, 
and restraint, with an awareness that impermanence presides over 
all things. this provides a sense of timelessness, of presence.

the design corollary is to venerate and emulate the discreet, 
modest, and respectful. appreciate and be sensitive to empty 
space. I escape the pressures of the material world by creating 
lightness in my home and gardens.

did I make any blunders? I paid a lot for a house design that I 
ended up not building because it was too expensive. I tried to stick 
everything, and everything luxurious, into it. carrara marble from 
Italy, bluestone from europe, the whole structure in buried teak—
a jewel box, really. so I scrapped that design, and ended up with 
a modest old joglo that was redesigned by Max Jencquel; we all 
agreed it was better than the jewel box.

lesson learned: calculate your budget first? look before you 
leap? don’t let Mr. fancy pants make the decisions? less is more?

also, another one—before I ever moved to bali, shortly after I 
bought the property, I tore down a big, ugly concrete house that 
was on the land where the joglo now stands—an impulsive action, 
really. not long after, I suddenly realized I had no place to live and 
had just torn down a house. I couldn’t believe how stupid that was.

lesson learned: use what you have, and don’t act impul-
sively. whatever you do, do it gently and with love, and only after 
forethought.

My design signature? I’ll have to think about that, but my 
method was to collaborate with those who made the work I love, in 
a context that expresses who I am.

from the air, the island of lombok, east of bali, is green and mountain-
ous, with new roads carved through the lush landscape. after landing, we 
head south to Mambo sun, the home of richard and anjarini north-lewis. 
we encounter open roads with no traffic, a refreshing change from bali. the 
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a teak gladak (knockdown wood house) converted to a spa-
cious bedroom, with a bathroom and a wide veranda, at 

hartland estate, kedewatan, ubud, designed by 
Maximilian Jencquel.
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the open bathroom of the gladak at hartland estate.looking out over the veranda of the gladak at hartland estate.  
a palm tree grows through the seating area outside the bathroom.
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the open front door of the main joglo house at hartland estate, 
with an artwork by filippo sciascia.
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the central columns of the main joglo house at 
 hartland estate create a recess for the bed.

a glimpse into the living space of the main joglo house at  hartland 
estate, with one of the central columns visible at left.
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the shower in the main joglo house at hartland estate 
is set over a dark river boulder.

an exterior view of the main joglo house at hartland estate, 
revealing its characteristic roofline. the swimming pool in 

the foreground follows the contours of sayan terrace 
and is filled with springwater from the property.
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